International Management & International Experience module
Master in Management
Section: International Experience (3 ECTS credits)

Declaration

I hereby declare that the international experience submitted for recognition was had by me personally, that all the details provided are correct and true, and that I wrote the report on my own using only the resources stated in the report, if any. Any ideas or thoughts taken directly or indirectly from other sources are clearly indicated as such.

I am aware that the electronic report may be checked to confirm that no resources other than those permitted were used in its writing and that the report is not plagiarized in part or in full. For the purpose of comparing the report with existing sources, the report may be stored in a database and, after checking, remain in the database for the purpose of comparison with future reports. However, no other reproduction and exploitation rights are hereby granted.

Furthermore, I hereby permit TUM School of Management to use and evaluate my report for research purposes and to quote from it anonymously.*

Place, date

Signed by student

First name and family name of student (block letters please)

* This sentence is optional and may be crossed out if wished.